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Understanding how microbes interface, exchange and communicate with their local surroundings
is central to the grand quest for a theory of microbial ecology. From simple to complex fluids,
from compliant to rigid environments, microbes inhabit plethora of dynamic settings spanning
vastly different structures, internal energies, and interacting cues. Currently we lack a biophysical
framework that could explain, generalize, and crucially, predict the if-s, the how-s, and the why-s
of the microbe-environment feedbacks. Research in my lab aims to fill this gap by interfacing soft
and active matter physics with microbiology and genetic engineering, often with generous support
of 3D microfabrication, automation, quantitative imaging and machine learning tools. Using
vignettes from our recent works in model gut and aquatic microbial systems, I will present the
critical role of phenotypic noise–both intrinsic and imposed–in establishing biomechanical
coupling between microbes and their micro-environments, and demonstrate how this ultimately
leads to emergence of biophysical traits which govern ecological and eco-physiological functions.
I will discuss the generality of our results across
microbial populations and taxa, specifically
touching upon the smart and active architecture
associated with such dynamic microbial
ensembles, and the emergent transport processes
which enable information cascades at collective
scales. I will conclude by showcasing recent
efforts of my team to leverage the mi-me-ma nexus
in understanding the ecology of microbes
associated with specific cancer types, and more
broadly, to harness the biophysical feedbacks for
designing bioremediation, medical diagnostic and
biotechnology applications.
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